We derive a recursion for the genus distribution of the graph family P 3 2P n , with the aid of a modified collection of double-root partials. We introduce a new kind of production, which corresponds to a surgical operation more complicated than the vertex-or edge-amalgamation operations used in our earlier work.
Introduction
The earliest graph families for which genus distributions were computed were closed-end ladders and cobblestone paths ( [FuGrSt89] ). Over the next two decades, there were numerous investigations of genus distributions. They include [ChMaZo11] , [KwLe93] , [KwSh02] , [Mu99] , [St91a] , [Te00] , [ViWi07] , and [WaLi08] . Our recent work -starting with [GrKhPo10] and including [Gr11a] , [Gr11b] , [PoKhGr10] , [PoKhGr11a] , [PoKhGr11b] , [KhPoGr10] , and [KhPoGr11] -has significantly generalized and extended some of the earlier methods.
A common feature of the graph families whose genus distributions could be computed using our methods is that they grow linearly and that the iteration step used to obtain the graph family is either a vertex-amalgamation or an edge-amalgamation. An important step beyond amalgamation occurs in the computation of genus distribution of 3-regular Halin graphs [Gr11c] . Herein, we present a method to compute the genus distribution of the linear graph family P 3 2P n (see Figure 1 .1), for which the iteration step is once again more complicated than a vertex-or an edge-amalgamation. After computing the genus distributions for various ladder-type graph families, a next natural step is computing the genus distributions of gridtype graph families. This is the first result in this direction, and it further illustrates the power of the methods that we have been developing in the recent years.
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Basic Concepts and the Strategy
Terminology We take a graph to be connected and an embedding to be cellular and orientable. A graph need not be simple, i.e., it may have selfloops and multiple edges between two vertices. We use the words degree and valence of a vertex to mean the same thing. Each edge has two edge-ends, in the topological sense, even if it has only one endpoint.
Abbreviation We abbreviate face-boundary walk as fb-walk.
Notation The degree of a vertex y is denoted deg(y). The number of embeddings of a graph G in the orientable surface S i of genus i is denoted g i .
The sequence {g i (G) | i ≥ 0} is called the genus distribution of the graph G. The terminology generally follows [GrTu87] and [BWGT09] . For additional background, see [MoTh01] , or [Wh01] .
By a double-rooted graph (G, u, v) we mean a graph with two vertices designated as roots. Let (G, u, v) be a double-rooted graph, where deg(u) = n ≥ 2 and deg(v) = 2, and let p 1 p 2 · · · p r be a partition of n. Then double-root partials are defined as follows (first defined in [KhPoGr10] ): f p 1 p 2 ···pr d i = the number of embeddings of (G, u, v) in the surface S i such that the n occurrences of root u are distributed in r fb-walks, according to the partition p 1 p 2 · · · p r , and the two occurrences of v lie on two different fb-walks.
f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i = the number of embeddings of (G, u, v) in the surface S i such that the n occurrences of root u are distributed in r fb-walks, according to the partition p 1 p 2 · · · p r , and that the two occurrences of v lie on the same fb-walk.
Notation We write the partition p 1 p 2 · · · p r of an integer in non-ascending order.
Sub-partials
To capture the different ways in which the two roots of a double-rooted graph can occur in shared fb-walks, these partials need to be refined into sub-partials (the sub-partials as defined here were first defined in [KhPoGr11] To define the sub-partials of f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i we need the concept of strands, which was introduced and used extensively in [GrKhPo10] . When two embeddings are amalgamated, these strands recombine with other strands to form new fb-walks.
Definition We define a u-strand of an fb-walk of a rooted graph (G, u, v) to be a subwalk that starts and ends with the root vertex u, such that u does not appear in the interior of the subwalk. We refer to the each occurrence of root u in an fb-walk as a u-corner.
The following three types of numbers are the relevant sub-partials of the partial f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i for graph (G, u, v) :
= the number of type-f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i embeddings of (G, u, v) such that none of the fb-walks incident on root u is also incident on root v.
= the number of type-f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i embeddings of (G, u, v) such that both occurrences of v lie in one u-strand, in the fb-walk represented by p k .
= the number of type-f p 1 p 2 ···pr s i embeddings such that the two occurrences of v lie in two different u-strands of the fb-walk represented by p k , and such that there are q ≥ 1 intermediate u-corners between the two occurrences of v. We take c to be equal to min(q, p k − q), i.e., equal to the smaller number of intermediate u-corners between the two occurrences of root-vertex v.
Proposition 2.1 For a double-rooted graph
The distribution of all of these six sub-partials over all surfaces is called the partitioned genus distribution of the double-rooted graph (G, u, v) .
Let (X n , u, v) be the graph family depicted by Figure 2.1. Since the root vertex u is 3-valent and the root vertex v is 2-valent, it follows that in any embedding of X n , root u occurs a total of three times in the fb-walks and root v a total of two times. In the bipartite graph at the right, each of the oriented edges leading into vertex x is joined to the two oriented edges that can follow it in an fb-walk of an embedding. Thus, each embedding of X n induces one of two possible perfect matchings. One of these perfect matchings contains c − d + , which goes from vertex v to u, and the other matching contains d − c + , which goes from vertex u to v. Thus, whichever matching is induced, the corresponding embedding has an fb-walk that contains both u and v. ♦ Proposition 2.3 An embedding of (X n , u, v) cannot be any of the following types:
Proof Proposition 2.2 rules out types (i) and (ii).
To rule out type (iii), suppose that there exists such an embedding. Then there exists an fb-walk with a u-strand that contains both occurrences of root v. Using the vertex-labels shown in Figure 2 .2, it would look somewhat like this:
Here It also follows that z must be the vertex that immediately follows the first occurrence of x, and also the vertex that immediately precedes the second occurrence of x. Thus, the walk looks like: 
Proof List all possible sub-partials for (X n , u, v), and then eliminate the sub-partials excluded by Proposition 2.3. ♦
Grid-growth Operation
The details of the grid-growth operation are illustrated by Figure 2 .3. The operation consists of the following steps:
• Subdivide the two edges incident on root v, and call the two new vertices a and b, as shown; there is only one way to do this in the given embedding of X n−1 . there are four ways to insert the new edge into the embedding, since vertices a and b are both 2-valent.
• Add an edge joining roots u and v; there are 6 ways of adding an edge between roots u and v since deg(u) = 3 and deg(v) = 2.
Thus, there are 24 ways of performing this operation on an embedding of X n−1 .
Productions
Our key idea is to represent the partitioned genus distribution of X n in terms of the partitioned genus distribution of X n−1 . To do so, we define an operation that is applied to each of the types of embeddings of X n−1 in order to obtain embeddings of X n . We represent this operation as a production:
where p i is a sub-partial for X n−1 and j is a function that determines the genus of the resulting sub-partial, and where c j is the corresponding coefficient. Note that these coefficients sum to 24, as argued earlier. The lefthand-side of the production is referred to as the production-head, and the right-hand-side is the production-body.
Our strategy is first to compute the partitioned genus distribution of the double-rooted graph (X n , u, v) in the next section, and then to use the productions for the operation of edge-addition to a double-rooted graph (as derived in [KhPoGr11] ) to compute the genus distribution of P 3 2P n in Section 4.
Genus Distribution of (X n , u, v)
To calculate the distribution of the embeddings of X n from the distribution of the embeddings of X n−1 , we derive the productions given in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof We can represent an embedding of the type f 111 d For each of the four ways of inserting an edge between the vertices used to subdivide the two edges incident on root v in X n−1 , we show in Figures 3.2-3 .5 the six ways in which an edge between the roots u and v can be added, alongwith its effect on the fb-walks. This information is then sufficient to derive the production for f 111 d 
Collecting the terms given in these captions, we get the production for the sub-partial f 111 d 
Computations
By face-tracing, we obtain the following double-root partials for (X 2 , u, v): Research Problem There is no consistent and simple notation for the partials of a k-rooted graph. Nonetheless, there may be a straightforward (albeit tedious) extension of the method given here for computing the genus distribution of P 4 2P n , or more generally of P k+1 2P n .
Conclusions
Theorem 3.2 gives a set of recurrences for calculating the genus distribution of the mesh graphs P 3 2P n . Such a calculation is based on a complex graph surgery operation for obtaining an auxiliary graph X n from X n−1 , after which P 3 2P n is constructed by joining the two roots of X n . As indicated by Bodlaender [Bod98] , the mesh graphs P 3 2P n have treewidth 3, as do the Halin graphs. This is in contrast to the families of graphs whose genus distributions were more easily calculated and were either of treewidth 2, or derivable by simple surgery on a graph of treewidth 2. A recent result by Gross [Gr12] has developed a quadratic-time algorithm for computing the genus distribution of graph families of fixed treewidth and bounded degree, based on newly general forms of partials and productions.
